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DisclaimerThis report is compiled by the authors in good faith based on material provided to them by those representing Jens Soering. The authors cannot be held responsible for errors caused by inaccuracies or omission in that material
The confession of Jens SoeringIntroductionThe authors of this report have been asked to supply their opinion on the reliability of Jens Soering’s confession to the murders of Nancy and Derek Haysom, based on their knowledge and expertise of interrogation methods1, investigative techniques and United Kingdom custodial procedures as they might affect the confession's validity.

1 The term interrogation is used throughout this document to describe a custodial interview with

The circumstances surrounding Jens Soering's confession to a double murder committed in Virginia, USA are very unusual, because it was made while being held in custody in an English police station, to a combination of American and English police officers, applying a mixture of American and English procedure. Indeed, the circumstances become unique, in both the authors' experience and reading when also considering that Soering was a German national, entitled to communicate with his embassy during custody, and that his reason for making a confession was to protect his girlfriend from capital punishment in the USA.Jens Soering was originally arrested for fraud offences in the spring of 1986 with Elizabeth Haysom, in England. It was only after both were charged and remanded into prison custody for these offences, that the Metropolitan police contacted colleagues in Virginia, having examined papers belonging to Soering and Haysom and established a connection to the unsolved murders of Derek and Nancy Haysom, which occurred in March 1985. As a result, the Metropolitan officers applied to a local court to place Soering and Haysom back into their custody to be questioned and Ricky Gardner, the lead investigator travelled to London to undertake this questioning. It was at the end of this four-day period of police custody that Soering confessed to being solely responsible for killing both Mr and Mrs Haysom. Indictments were prepared within a matter of days. Soering and Elizabeth Haysom were extradited separately back to the USA and underwent separate trials. Both were sentenced to long terms of imprisonment,
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Haysom after pleading guilty to being an accessory and Soering having been found guilty by a jury.This report focuses on that four-day period in English police custody, which ended with his cdnfession, and following analysis of the materials provided (Appendix 1) makes observations concerning two main subjects. Firstly, the numerous breaches of legislation that would have affected the admissibility of the interrogations and confession into a British trial and therefore its overall credibility. Secondly, the significant issues with the conduct of the interrogations that affect the reliability of the confession as a strong evidence of Soering’s guilt These findings are preceded by a brief overview of the psychology of false confessions that give context and credibility to Soering’s explanation for his conduct as described in the rest of the report
The Psychology of False ConfessionsSoering’s conviction rests completely on his confession, long seen as the most compelling form of evidence, 'no other class of evidence is so profoundly 
prejudicial-triers of fact accord confessions such heavy weight..that the 
introduction of a confession makes the other aspects of trial in court superfluous '2.

2 Supreme Court Justice William Brennan in Colorado v Connolly (1986] from Leo. R. [2008). 
Police Interrogation and American Justice. Harvard; Massachusetts. p9.3 The Innocence Project: The Cases http://www.innocenceproject.org/cases/ accessed 20th June 2016.4 Munsterburg, H. [1908] On the Witness Stand: Essays on Psychology and Crime. McClure, New York.

However, a credible body of research evidence now supports the existence of a the phenomena of false confession, which diminishes the reputation of confessions as the gold standard of evidence and requires every confession to be viewed sceptically until one is satisfied about its provenance, in other words, the circumstances under which it was made. This will include the manner of the interrogation leading to the confession, the personal attributes of the confessor and the facts of the crime.The most accessible and contemporary source on false confessions within the USA is The Innocence Project where numerous exonerations are documented3. However, rather than being a purely modern issue highlighted by late twentieth century civil rights groups, it is worth emphasising that false confessions have been recognised within psychology since the beginning of the twentieth century. The first authority to write on what he called 'untrue confessions' was the pioneering German psychologist Munsterburg 4, a Harvard Professor. He outlined the various reasons why, even in capital crimes, an innocent person may confess to a crime that they did not commit including the ' self sacrificing desire 
to exculpate others'.Since Munsterburg wrote the understanding of the phenomena has grown to a point where psychologists agree on the three main types of false confessions as -
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1. Voluntary False Confessions. Offered by individuals with no external pressure. Examples often include those who voluntarily bring themselves to the attention of the police having never been considered a suspect. In some cases, no crime has been committed and in others the crifne is notorious and/or widely reported in the media. Other eminent sources 5 have included a 'desire to aid and protect real 
criminals’ in their definition of voluntary false confessions2. Coerced-Compliant. Produced by excessive pressure within the interrogation process. Other relevant factors would be a belief on the part of the suspect that an admission will bring the interrogation to an end, or that he or she will be allowed to go home, in other words that an admission will relieve the short term pressure inherent in the interrogation, regardless of the long term consequences3. Coerced-Internalized. Where a suspect comes to believe that they have committee the crime of which they are accused, even though they have no memory of it. This belief can be induced by manipulative pressure exerted by the interrogators.

5 Kassin, S. & Wrightsman, L.S. [1985]. Confession Evidence. In S.Kassin & L.S. Wrightsman (Eds), 
The psychology of evidence and trial procedures. London:Sage, p67-94.6 Gudjonsson, G. (2003) The Psychology of Interrogations and Confessions. Chichester;Wiley. p217.7 ibid, p.1778 Snyder, Howard N. and Mulako-Wangota, Joseph. Bureau of Justice Statistics. Arrest of all 
persons for murder and non-negligent manslaughter. Generated using the Arrest Data Analysis Tool atwww.bjs.gov. Accessed 1st July 2016.

Such is the power of a confession in a criminal case that Gudjonsson6 also points out that '100% proof for a defendant's innocence, in cases of retracted confession, 
is very rare and one is dealing with cases where some 'new evidence throws serious 
doubts on the defendant's guilt'.Gudjonsson7 also notes, from his extensive research on the topic, a study with convicted prisoners that 64% those who claimed to have made false confessions were under 21 years of age with a peak of 51% in the age group 16-20. He further argues that factors associated with youth make people within this age group particularly vulnerable to making false confessions. Also, that within this group false confessions are most commonly made (50%) as a way of protecting someone else and that, as with true confessions, are probably easier to elicit due to inexperience with life. Gudjonsson noted gender differences with females significantly more likely to have falsely confessed in order to protect someone else - but of course this reflects the greater frequency of males as offenders. For example, in the USA in 1986 there 8 times as many males arrested for murder, as there were females8.
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Leo and Ofshe9 state that the absence of recording with American police interrogations, and lack of reliable statistics on numbers of interrogations make it impossible to define the number of false confessions within the US system.

9 Leo. R. & Ofshe, R. J. (1998). The consequences of false confessions, deprivations of liberty and miscarriages of justice in the age of psychological interrogation. Journal of Criminal Law and 
criminology, 88, 429-496.
10 Ibid, p 179.
11 Ibid.‘12 Initiated by a Royal Commission review of Criminal Justice (1981) that was started after the Maxwell Confait case where a juvenile with learning difficulties falsely confessed to a murder and arson while in police interrogation13 Zander, M. (2005). The Police and Criminal Evidence Act 1984. LondomThomson.
14 ibid

The same authors stressed the importance of'thoroughly analysing the post admission narrative account'10 as it was the consistency between the confession and other case information, which would support the veracity of the confession. Conversely, 'a poor fit.may cast doubt on the reliability of the confession'11.Soering's confession can be defined as voluntary in that there is no overtly coercive conduct by the interrogators that broke his resistance or through which he came to believe that he committed the offences. However, as the next area of the report will outline, the authors feel that breaches of legislation identified materially affected Soering’s decision to confess by denying him the proper advice and counsel that would have balanced his enthusiasm to protect his girlfriend by outlining the true consequences of his actions.The LawAs highlighted in the introduction, Soering's case is unusual in that the crime occurred in The United States and yet the confession was received while he was in custody in England. As such the interrogation process was required to be lawful in the eyes of both countries legal systems. Soering was actually interrogated only a matter of months after the implementation of new laws designed to improve protections for detained persons on custody implemented after a series of high profile miscarriages of justice12The Police and Criminal Evidence Act 1984 (known as PACE) finally received Royal Assent in 1984 but it did not come into force until 1 January 1986. Prior to PACE interrogations with suspects were governed by Judges Rules; these were very brief - about a page long - and of little value since the judges themselves gave them little backing.13.The PACE Act and accompanying Codes of Practice, were by contrast, long and detailed. From the outset the PACE Act governed the major part of police powers of investigation including, arrest, detention and interrogation whilst the PACE Codes of Practice (CoP) were used as the rule book by police officers when carrying out various procedures associated with their work. Courts can exclude evidence where a serious breach has occurred.14
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Since the implementation of PACE & CoP suspects have been entitled to have a solicitor present during the interrogation if they wished and questioning had to cease if legal advice was requested during the course of an interrogation. Also, interrogations should not normally exceed two hours without a break. At the time of Soering's detention a contemporaneous noted record of all interrogations was required, if practicable during the interrogation, unless tape recording was used. Outside of interrogation PACE required regular reviews of the detainee whilst in custody to ensure against repeated interrogation where there are no grounds for further detention15.

Brown, D. [1991] Investigating burglary: The Effects of PACE. HMSO. (libra-.;. ege.police.uk/docs/hors/horsl23.pdfl
16 Brown, D. (1991) Investigating burglaiy: The Effects of PACE. HMSO. (library.col iege.po!: ce.uk/docs/hors/horsl23.pdfl

Before PACE, detention over 24 hours was permissible in serious cases but what was 'serious' was a police decision, providing the potential to detain suspects for long periods. PACE limited the detention without charge in the general run of cases to a maximum of 24 hours. Beyond this, detention on police authority was only possible for a further 12 hours after consideration by a Superintendent against certain criteria. Beyond 36 hours detention was possible on successful application to a magistrates court and further re-appearances at court extended this to a maximum of 96 hours without charge16.Jens Soering was remanded into to Police custody on a commitment warrant, for four days. The application stated that this was to interrogation him about further deception matters, but in fact the only crimes he was interrogated about during this period were the murders of Nancy and Derek Haysom. This was a 'fresh' offence for which required adherence to the PACE time limits, but the use of the commitment warrant effectively circumvented these and the review periods also required by PACE; a discrepancy that the authors understand was subject of appeal at the time by UK lawyers. Nevertheless, it denied his case the external scrutiny required by the law and which could potentially have ended the interrogation much sooner. This is just the first of a number of serious breaches of the legislation designed to protect suspects in custody.The second, relates to being held 'incommunicado'.’ Section 56 PACE provides the power for the police to delay the right for an arrested person to have a person of their choice notified of their arrest and place of detention. This is a serious step and must only be exercised in very limited circumstances. PACE says that delay is only permitted where the detention was for a serious arrestable offence and an officer of at least the rank of Superintendent authorized it. If a delay was authorised PACE required the detained person to be told the reason for it and for this to be recorded on the custody record. Any delay could not extend beyond 36 hours. The reasons for being held incommunicado
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relate to interference with evidence or potential risk of harm to individuals, or alerting other suspects. It is difficult to see how any of the relevant grounds apply to Soering. The offence occurred a year earlier, in another continent and the only other suspect was in custody where the police controlled Soering's ability to communicate. In short, there were no grounds to hold Soering 'incommunicado.Nonetheless, the first entry in the custody record records that Soering is to be kept incommunicado and the authority of a Superindent is needed. There is no reference to Soering having been told this nor does it appear that the authority of a Superintendent was sought. It is noted that when Soering comes into custody he asks for his parents to be informed; there is no record of this being done and the only contact he was allowed to pursue was with the German Embassy, on three occasions, all proving unsuccessful. Foreign detainees have always had the right to communicate with the appropriate High Commission, Embassy or Consulate as soon as practicable and have them informed of their whereabouts. This right cannot be interfered with even if the detainee is incommunicado17. The contact with the Embassy does not, therefore amount to having someone informed of Soering’s arrest. This is another significant breach that means that Soering left exposed and vulnerable.

17 Zander,v. 2115 The Police and Criminal Evidence Act 1984. London;Thomson: p205.

The third breach of legislation relates to Soering's access to free and independent legal advice. Section 58 PACE states that an arrested person held in custody shall be entitled to consult a solicitor as soon as practicable. A delay could only be considered if the offence under investigation was a serious arrestable offence (includes murder) and an officer of at least the rank of Superintendent authorised it. A delay was only allowed where there were reasonable grounds for believing that this will lead to interference with or harm to evidence connected with the serious arrestable offence; interference with or physical injury to others; will lead to the alerting of others suspected of having committed such an offence but not yet arrested or it will hinder the recovery of any property obtained as a result of such an offence. If a delay was authorised PACE required the detained person to be told the reason for it and for this to be recorded on the custody record. Any delay could not extend beyond 36 hours.1: is noted that Soering does not request a solicitor on his arrival in custody but c: es talk to Keith Barker, solicitor at 4.30pm during the first interrogation. On 7 other occasions he signs to the effect that he wishes to speak without a s: . .tor present but on three occasions it appears that he is never asked wr.ether he wanted a solicitor because no reference is made on the custody rec: rd including prior to the longest interrogation of five hours on 8th June. This brea :r. t PACE means that Soering was left exposed. In addition it appears that Ricky I - - dner issued Soering with US legislation compliant Miranda warnings at the commencement of each interrogation, further adding to Soering’s confusion over his legal rights.
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The fourth breach of legislation relates to the obligation to periodically review the ability to hold Soering in custody, regardless of the commitment warrant. Section 48 PACE states that where a person was committed to detention at a Police Station he shall only be kept there for the purpose of inquiries into other offences and, as'soon as that need ceases, he shall be brought back to the magistrates court. Soering was last interrogated between 4.45pm and 9.45pm on 8th June, 1986 and he was then brought back before the magistrates court on his fourth day of custody, 9th June, 1986 at 9.30am. Therefore, on the face of it, it appears that he was interrogated daily and enquiries were being progressed. However, the authors observe that no other enquiries were being carried out that they are aware of and so the sole purpose of the custody period appears to be repetitive interrogation. When one looks at the interrogations (see section below) there are long passages where maters are discussed repeatedly and are not questions about the evidence or circumstances of the crime.Section 48 PACE also states that the detainee will be covered by section 39; responsibilities in relation to the detainee whilst in custody and section 40; subject to periodic reviews at set times.Section 40 PACE (original enactment 1984) stated that reviews of detention shall be carried out periodically by the custody officer (normally a Sergeant), if charged and by an Inspector if not yet charged. The first of these reviews shall not be later than six hours after the detention was first authorised; the second review not later than nine hours after the first and subsequent reviews shall be at intervals of no more than nine hours thereafter. In the case of Soering he had been charged with the deception offence but not the murder. Had his detention been confined to inquiring into further offences of deception then a custody officer would have been the correct person to carry out reviews of his custody however, as the focus of his custody was the murder investigation which was a new investigation, then reviews should have been carried out by an Inspector.In looking at whether Soering's detention was reviewed in accordance with section 40 it is relevant to highlight that a review may be postponed if, it is not practicable to carry this out at that time i.e. the person in detention is being questioned by a police and any interruption would likely prejudice the investigation or no review officer is readily available. If a review is postponed it shall be carried out as soon as practicable and then any subsequent reviews will remain in line with the original reviews times (and not adjusted to fall in line with the last review time). In these circumstances the review officer is required to record the reasons for any postponement in the custody record and the person whose detention is under review or his solicitor may make representations under subsection either orally or in writing.Detention was first authorised at 1.10pm on 5th June and Soering left police custody for the Magistrates court at 930am on 9th June. In this period there should have been a total of nine reviews by a police Inspector; instead there were 5 reviews. The first of these appears to have been carried out by the custody officer, as the next two entries in the same handwriting refer to Soering being ‘checked asleep'. Checks of this nature are usually performed by a custody officer. Two checks are signed with 'Insp' (short for Inspector) after the entry 
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and two are in different handwriting to the custody officer and could be presumed to be an Inspector. None of the reviews were done within the time frames laid done by PACE and no reference is made to the omissions or delays being explained to Soering and him being allowed to make representations.Section 39 PACE states that it shall be the duty of the custody officer to ensure that all persons in police detention are treated in accordance with this Act and the details of such are recorded in the custody record. If the custody officer transfers the charge of the detainee to a police officer investigating it then it becomes the duty of that officer to ensure the detainee is treated in accordance with this Act and when he is returned to custody, he accounts for the compliance with the codes of practice; instead the custody record bears an endorsement of 'no incidents' or 'no untoward incidents’ after Soering is returned from each interrogation. What this means is not clear but in one interrogation on 8th June Soering is removed from his cell for interrogation and not returned until five hours later. There is no mention of a break recommended after two hours by PACE or refreshments being given to Soering during the interrogation, expected at the recommended meal times. His first food that day was a sandwich supplied at 9.45pm on his return to custody (Soering had previously refused breakfast and dinner). It is also useful to note that all these interrogations appeared to have take place outside the custody area, mostly (five out of six) in the DCI's (initials for Detective Chief Inspector) office. The reason for this is not explained but it is unusual given that interrogation rooms appear to have been available in the custody area with tape recording facilities.In conclusion there are a number of serious breaches of legislation related to Soering's custody that potentially extended the time he was interrogated about the murders of the Haysoms and reduced the legal advice and counsel that he should have received and left him more vulnerable to volunteering a confession during his repeated interrogations.
The InterrogationsSoering was interrogated on six occasions over a three-day period for a total time of 16 hours 48 minutes18(Appendix 2). US investigator Ricky Gardner was present and led every interrogation. Other British officers (detectives of various ranks) were present on various occasions, sometimes coming and going during individual interrogations. For this length of interrogation very little actual 
information was gathered with most of the time spent discussing matters such as whether Soering would answer questions, and debates over the location of his trial.
18 The custody record notes one extra 'interrogation’ but this consisted of Soering leaving his cell for 5 minutes and is not included in the overall duration of interrogations19 Shepherd, E., & Griffiths, A. [2013). Investigative Interviewing: The Conversation Management approach. Oxford, OUP.

Overall the account obtained by Ricky Gardner is what is known as a 'thin' account19. There are gaps within the narrative timeline of the offences, gist 
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rather than detail of critical topics and anomalies of content when compared to other crime file information. Habitually, these issues are characteristic of an interview where a suspect is attempting to provide a deceptive account and avoid culpability for a crime. But, in this instance, Soering is making admissions and the superficial nature of the account is caused by the lack of probing by Gardner.Some of the interrogations were audio recorded while others were not and handwritten notes were made summarising what took place after the interrogation. There is also reference to a Dictaphone used by Gardner to record his recollection of the crucial interrogation on the 8th June where only he and Soering were present and Soering allegedly confessed to the murders.Soering’s contention is not that he did not confess, rather that he confessed solely and falsely to prevent Elizabeth Haysom receiving a capital penalty. He maintains he was not involved in committing the crimes in any way at all and that his confession was a conscious decision based on his belief that he would be eligible for trial in Germany where he would receive a lighter sentence or be eligible for a lighter sentence even if tried in America.Soering is unequivocal in that he made a deliberate decision to tell the police that he had committed the murders of Mr and Mrs Haysom alone in order to prevent his girlfriend Elizabeth Haysom from being sentenced to death for the crimes that he says she admitted to him within hours of carrying them out.As stated earlier, the authors' examination of the interrogation material does not reveal coercion by either Gardner or the British detectives present20. Therefore, given this fact and Soering's explanation, his confession falls into the category of a voluntary false confession as defined by Gudjonsson. Furthermore, although the reason behind his actions would appear to be rare research indicates that it is not unheard of - particularly within people of his age strongly emotionally attached to the real perpetrator.

20 Soering does allege that one of the British detectives threatened to harm Elizabeth Haysom early in his detention but there is no corroborative evidence of this complaint and Soering does not appear ill at ease in any of the recordings.

Police interrogations or interrogations are dynamic encounters with a myriad of complex human behaviours happening simultaneously. In addition to capturing the information exchanged by questions and answers an observer has to assess the intonation, pace and overall tone of conversation as well as the non-verbal behaviour plus the physical setting and temporal data. When observing 'live' it is impossible for one observer to capture and record everything that is happening and make sense of it in a way that can provide a meaningful analysis. Therefore, the best way to assess any interrogation or interrogation is by watching a visual recording that allows the observer to play, pause and re-watch the whole encounter a number of times. Even an audio recording - although allowing completion examination of what was said lacks the visual element required to best assess the proximities of individuals and use of non verbal gestures or behaviour. Transcripts provide a written record of what was said only while 
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summarised notes only capture a small element of what took place - even where accurate,In terms of Soering's interrogations there are no visual recordings and only 2 hours 40 minutes of audio recordings - less than 12% of the overall interrogation. It is very significant that there are no recordings of Soering's actual confession. These factors are a limitation on the analysis of the interrogation and in themselves raise serious questions over the procedure. The existence of audio recordings demonstrates that the equipment was available - so why was it not used for all the interrogations?While Soering does not make strong claims about inappropriate behaviour by the police officers involved in his interrogation and notwithstanding the limitations caused by the records of interrogation there are significant areas of the police officers' behaviour that are worthy of comment.Firstly, it is obvious from the first interrogation that Gardner believes Soering to be guilty of the crimes. This is significant and contrary to modern day best practise in relation to interrogating suspects. The naturally coercive nature of police interrogations with suspects is recognised by both the United Nations21 and the Council of Europe22. Article 14 of the United Nations international covenant on civil and political rights, originally opened for ratification in 1966, affirms that everyone suspected of a criminal offence shall be presumed innocent until proven guilty, and that no person shall be compelled to confess their guilt. This covenant became international law in 1976, yet, the Council of Europe's Committee for the Prevention of Torture and Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment saw fit, in their 2001 report23 to remind member states that the purpose of an interrogation with a suspect was -

21 International Covenant on Civil and. Political Rights. United Nations Office for the Commissioner of Human Rights.http: , . . . . . :tr.org/en/professionalinterest/pages/ccpr.aspx (accessed 23rd March 2014)2212th General Report European Committee for the Prevention of Tortureand Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment (2001)(CPT). http: v, .cpt.coe.int/en/annual/rep-12.pdf (accessed 23rd March 2014)
23 ibid, para. 34

'To obtain accurate and reliable information in order to discover the truth about 
matters under investigation, not to obtain a confession from someone already 
presumed in the eyes of the interviewing officers to be guilty'.Gardner's premature assumption concerning Soering's guilt combined with Soering's complete acceptance -if we accept for a moment that he was not involved in the killing of Mr and Mrs Haysom - of Elizabeth's account of what took place, i.e. that she committed the crimes alone. As such, he had then decided to take sole responsibility for the crime. However, the other material •. . thin the case raises another possibility, that Elizabeth committed the crimes with another person. Had Soering not been involved, then his own knowledge of the crime would come only from Elizabeth's account plus whatever the press reported and whatever the police told him. In that situation his real knowledge 
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of the crime was nil. Therefore, with Ricky Gardner expressing from the outset that he 'knew' Soering was involved and no one to put the opposite view, Soering was admitting to a scenario that never happened. However, no one was applying their mind to the reliability of his account because of [a] Gardner’s belief and (b) Soering's enthusiasm to convince him that his account was true.Therefore Gardner's absolute and frequently expressed conviction that Soering was involved is relevant to Soering’s confession if the above scenario took place, and did influence Soering's confession, as it is quite clear that Gardner was not considering any other hypothesis. In fact Soering says that he knows al! three officers consider him guilty (Doc 4, p 96] well before he confesses. This is one of the features that make Soering's case very unusual, if not unique. He was potentially being 'played' from both sides; from one side by an investigator who had a closed mind to the involvement of anyone beyond the two people in custody (and appeared satisfied as long as one of them admitted it), and from the other by a woman who was a co-offender - but with someone else rather than him. In addition, although the authors have very little material from Elizabeth's police custody it appears she was interrogated only once. This is completely inadequate if, as one would expect, both she and Soering were being interrogated as suspects. It appears from the chronology of events available to the authors that early comments made by Soering (off record but referred to in his first interrogation) have set the tone in focusing attention on him.Gardner's overall attitude - whilst not unusual in the 1980s - is completely at odds with that of a modern day proficient investigator in that he made a premature assumption of guilt and of what the scenario was, based on albeit suspicious behaviour by Soering, and then set out to confirm that assumption.This approach is confirmed by the matter of days between the interrogation of Soering and preparation of the indictments as well as the superficial interrogations with Elizabeth. In effect, nothing of what Soering said was probed or challenged in a manner that demonstrated an investigative mind-set or healthy disdain for his apparent willingness to take all of the blame. Rather, his brief confession was accepted as complete evidence of guilt and an opportunity to close the case. Elizabeth's readiness to accept guilty knowledge before the fact presented a neat solution. In fact, if one dismisses the possibility of a complete stranger carrying out the attacks then Elizabeth’s decision to admit to a lesser role is both pragmatic and sensible given the alternative (admitting to or being charged with the actual murders). There is nothing within the material provided to the authors to suggest that Elizabeth was interrogated with the same determination as Soering or that her account was either challenged or otherwise investigated.
The detail of what Soering saidAccepting the fact that overt coercion was not utilised during Soering's interrogation and that he volunteered the confession, which he subsequently 
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retracted, then analysis of the veracity of his account must focus on the detail of what he said.In normal circumstances detail that matches information from the crime scene that only the offender would know would provide strong credibility to the authenticity of a confession. However, the fact that Soering alleges Elizabeth told him what took place as part of a deliberate plan for him to take the blame complicates matters and could compromise the ability to be absolutely confident about the authenticity of his claims.It is, however, logical that if he was not present when the murders occurred then he did not have first hand knowledge of the events and must have gathered his information from others. These sources would be anyone who was present during the murders and others who have told him what they know as a result of visiting the scene or talking to those that have. In these circumstances the quality of questions asked by the interrogators would have been vital in both obtaining and probing his account in order to distinguish first hand information from learned information. Unfortunately, as already described the quality of questions and general confirmatory approach to the interrogation means that this did not happen.The authors' initial observation is that, even allowing for the limitations of the interrogation material provided to the authors but accepting that Gardner's Dictaphone recorded notes and evidence under cross-examination as accurate the detail contained in Soering's confession with regard to what happened during both the material time frame of the offences and afterwards is very poor. This assessment is made based on the knowledge that Soering was volunteering a confession and, in essence, attempting to convince the police officers that he was solely responsible for the murders at Loose Chippings.Comparing the account volunteered by Soering to known and accepted details of the crime will focus on two distinct areas. Firstly, details from Soering's confession that are incorrect and secondly, details of the crime that are not included within Soering's account.There are various types of inaccuracy that impact the credibility of an suspect’s account, and give differing degrees of confidence with regard to the potential truthfulness of that account.Type 1 - detail that is inconsistent with forensic evidence or passive data. Forensic information of this type is very reliable in that it is incontrovertible - for example where a fingerprint confirmed that an individual touched an item, or CCTV showed a particular individual going to a set location at a given time (or not!). Therefore, when an interviewee states they have not touched an object that bears their fingerprint or CCTV that clearly shows them at a particular location then there is a high degree of probability that their account relating to this is not credible.
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Type 2 - detail that is inconsistent with another witness. There is a plethora of research that evidences the frailty of human memory and therefore just because a suspect's account differs from another witness does not mean that their account is not credible - merely that both accounts need further investigation. An investigator is advised to be cautious when challenging a suspect's account based solely on the evidence of another witness. It may well be that further questioning strengthens the credibility of one account over the other, for example where two unconnected witnesses provide very similar information, both in contrast to the suspect’s version.Type 3 - a validity issue within the actual content of a suspect's account, known as internal inconsistency. An example of this would be where a suspect gives differing versions of what took place when questioned more than once over the same subject or when challenged by a freshly introduced piece of evidence or information. For example where a suspect initially says he defended himself when attacked but later amends this to saying he thought he was going to be attacked when confronted by a piece of witness evidence that contradicts his account. Some such inconsistencies can appear as an account develops but where questioning is skilful and evidence released tactically during the interrogation then changes in the suspect's account can be attributed to their attempts to account for evidence they become aware that the police have. This type of version change is another red flag in assessing the credibility of a suspect's account.All three types of inconsistency can be identified by skilful questioning where an suspect is encouraged to give a detailed account and not asked questions that provide too much information or merely confirm the interrogator's prior belief. Soering’s interrogation with Ricky Gardner is very superficial and at no time during does Gardner, or any of other British police officers probe and check Soering’s account against known information. For example, when Soering volunteers that he was served drinks no questions are put to him about touching the bottle of alcohol or to describe the glass he drank from. In fact, in another instance, it is Soering who suggests that the Marriott hotel might have CCTV that would validate that part of his account (Doc 4, p36J.
Examples of incorrect detailSoering’s confession includes three main areas of time. First, his journey to Washington with Elizabeth Haysom and activity there up until leaving for Lynchburg, second his journey to Lynchburg when he committed the murders up until arriving back in Washington, and third arriving back in Washington and meeting up with Elizabeth. It is accepted by Soering that he was in Washington before and after the murders and therefore, those events occurred, albeit there are discrepancies between he and Elizabeth over some of the events. It is the second area that Soering states he completely made up and about which he would have no first hand knowledge with regard to what took place. However, 
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he had been to Loose Chippings previously and therefore would know something about the house itself. In addition he had met Mr and Mrs Haysom previously. Therefore, the key information for an investigator to obtain in this situation was detail about events within the house on that day.A significant discrepancy noted by the authors, is the description of Mrs Haysom's clothing given by Soering compared to what the crime scene photographs show. Soering was asked directly by Gardner what Mrs Haysom was wearing and replied 'Jeans'. In fact the crime scene photographs (Doc. 14) show here wearing a neck to ankle one-piece dress type garment with large patterns. Examination of the post mortem report (Doc. 13) confirms that she wore this over underwear. This is a woman who supposedly greeted Soering, and sat down to eat with him before becoming involved in a deathly struggle and who Soering describes as last seeing walking away from him holding her throat. Gardner asks no follow up questions about Soering's answer and does not challenge the inaccuracy.The issue of Mrs Haysom's clothing is very significant. This is not a description from a witness (i.e. where his and Soering’s account differs). This is a type 1 inconsistency where murder victim was found wearing the housecoat and the suspect's account is contradicted by an incontrovertible piece of evidence. There is no doubt that the housecoat she was wearing was what she wore when murdered from other documents within the case file. Therefore Soering’s incorrect recall of this material fact is a potential red flag with regard to his confession, and should have been probed and even challenged by a competent investigator.The second important incorrect detail concerns Soering's account of how the actual murders took place. In the early part of Soering's interrogation he admits being at Loose Chippings and states he was sitting with his back to the window (Doc 4, pll.) with Mr Haysom to his left but does not give any further detail about the murders. It is only Gardner’s notes of an unrecorded interrogation on June 8th (Interrogation 6) that provide further detail. Gardner gave evidence (Doc. 5, p9) that Soering told him how he went to walk behind Mr Haysom from his seating position by the window but Mr Haysom pushed him back against the wall. However, the crime scene photographs show no place mat set in that position. The three places set are at either end of the table and in the setting opposite the one Soering described. This third place setting has a partly consumed meal still present with a knife on the right hand side. This is an important detail in relation to the crime as the scene does suggest that one person was attacked at that table (blood adjacent to the head of the table setting). As with the previous issue of Mrs Haysom's clothing this part of Soering's confession was neither probed nor challenged. Furthermore, if Gardner's evidence of Soering’s account is correct the amount of blood at the part of the table is inconsistent with what would have been expected given the post mortem report of the 'massive slash wound' (Doc 13. p. 5). In the author's experience this type of wound would have resulted in tremendous blood loss and made the victim extremely unlikely to have been able to fight with an assailant 
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after that point Therefore, this begs the question of how Mr Haysom received the defence wounds to his hands, and further stab wounds to his back.In relation to Mrs Haysom, Gardner's evidence of Soering's confession states that Mrs- Haysom came at him with a knife and he 'grabbed her right wrist' (Doc 5, p9). The post mortem report does not record any injuries to her right wrist as would be expected. Gardner's evidence of Soering's account of cutting Mrs Haysom's throat is vague and brief but it asks the reader to accept that while still holding the knife he used to cut Mr Haysom's throat, he struggled with Mrs a knife wielding Mrs Haysom with one hand, continued to fight off Mr Haysom and then inflicted a fatal left to right slash on Mrs Haysom’s throat.The core of this account seems to contradict State’s evidence in terms of the post mortem reports and crime scene photographs. The authors would define these inconsistencies as Type 1 except for the fact that they depend on Gardner's evidence and therefore, they are Type 2 errors.An example of a Type 3 inconsistency relates to Soering's account of how long he spent at the house. Soering describes arriving at the house when unexpected (Doc4, p8). After being invited in, he describes having several stiff drinks with Mr Haysom before being joined by Mrs Haysom. At some point he was offered dinner (which needed to be prepared) and then sat down to dinner, with both Mr and Mrs Haysom. He eats dinner, and had a conversation that included Mr and Mrs Haysom arguing with each other before threatening to stop him seeing Elizabeth which then spiralled into an argument, and a physical struggle where he cut Mr Haysom's throat, before struggling with and cutting Mrs Haysom's throat. In reply to a question from Gardner as to how long he was in the house Soering stated 40—45 minutes. In simple terms this seems a very short time span for all of the above to take place and yet Gardner asks no follow up questions as to on what basis Soering makes that estimate or to break down the whole incident and probe the validity of the accountGardner, asks leading questions about the food consumed suggesting 'hamburger and rice?' (Doc.4 p.8) and 'Do you remember being offered ice cream? (Doc 4, p 12). The authors note what appears to be rice and meat on a plate in the crime scene photographs (Doc. 14). Had Soering been asked open or probing, non-leading questions about these matters and volunteered information that corroborated the food found at the scene on the table or in the trash then this would have strengthened the credibility of his confession.Gardner, faced with a situation where there are two suspects in custody makes no effort to probe the validity of the key time phase of this crime but merely accepts Soering's first account when it is at least worthy of further testing.One final area of incorrect detail concerns Soering's account of the final resting positions of Mr and Mrs Haysom. Soering states that he provided Gardner with a diagram showing Mr Haysom’s body lying in the doorway between the dining room and living room whereas crime scene photographs show the body at 90 degrees to the doorway completely in the living room. Those instructing the 
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authors were unable to provide any original case material relating to this but the authors were able to view footage of Soering giving evidence at his trial where the diagram is visible. There is a clear discrepancy between the diagram and the crime scene photographs, and as such proves a clear error of detail (Type 1). This example also clearly demonstrates Ricky Gardner's willingness to accept a broad admission and failure to investigate competently.Missing DetailIt is often held that case specific information that only the offender would know is a hallmark of a true confession. Whilst in ideal circumstances this is true the reality is somewhat different. In a murder case (where of course the victim is not available as a witness) this maxim holds true if only the offender and victim were present, if lighting conditions were ideal, and if the offender's faculties were not impaired by drink or drugs.Post event, there are numerous ways in which an individual can learn information that resembles case specific information. This can be from witnessing the crime or from talking to those who were there, or from publicity on the case or talking to investigators on the case. In the UK there are strict protocols on the information released about the crime to the press or next of kin for these reasons. In addition there is a difference between genuine offender only known information and speculation that appears to be the same.In Soering's case there is the complication that this crime took place one year before Soering's interrogation. Therefore, there was ample opportunity for Soering to learn information that would make his confession more credible. This could include information given directly to him in conversations with the police prior to his detention in June 1986, plus information given to him directly by Elizabeth Haysom, or information passed to him indirectly via family members and also press coverage of the crime. None of these matters (except for the true offender attempting to furnish him with information that convinced the police that he was guilty) are malicious but are facts of life that investigators must manage. This includes questioning within an interrogation to negate the possibility of a false confession. At no time does Gardner probe or challenge Soering's confession from this standpoint. The only person who does so is Beever who asks Soering about confessing to a crime he did not commit. Even then, this is a half-hearted conceptual question, which hints at some slight misgiving in Beever's mind but goes no further.This is an inescapable fact. In situations like this it is very difficult to restrict the information about the crime becoming public - especially when a member of the public discovered the crime. Yet, a key element of the credibility of any confession is the inclusion of information known only to the offender(s). Of course, in this instance if Elizabeth was present at the scene then she was in possession of the entire offender-known information and if Soering's contention is true will have been able to pass the information to him. Information can also have leaked through police communication with the family in attempting to find information and help them come to terms with what happened. Therefore in this 
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case it is difficult to assess the veracity of anything Soering said due to either - deliberate information given to him by Elizabeth Haysom or information he gathered from family members and others he spoke to prior to his flight from Virginia in October 1985.Due to the superficial nature of Gardner's questioning and the absence of verbatim records of the final interrogation and confession there is an abundance of missing detail in Soering's account.Any crime has three distinct phases - before, during and after. In a skilled interrogation an investigator will obtain an account of each of these phases, as it is not just the moment of the crime where relevant evidence can be gathered. Gardner's approach to the interrogation is unstructured with the exchanges moving between topics. There is actually very little questioning about the crime, which is also not recorded verbatim so is difficult to analyse for accuracy.There are numerous examples of the superficial nature of the interrogation - very few questions about the grey sweatshirt Soering states he took from the closet in the house. The accident with the dog, the physical assault on the Haysoms, meeting Elisabeth outside the theatre, the conversations on the night of the murders, what happened after they returned to College both before the bodies were discovered and after the police made contact with them.For example, in the material available to the authors, Soering does not describe any form of stabbing and yet the forensic evidence confirms that both Haysoms were stabbed multiple times. In particular the post mortem report described defence wounds on Mr Haysom’s hands and stab wounds to his back. Gardner’s evidence does not provide any account of these matters in Soering's confession. There are two possible reasons for this - firstly he was not there and so was unaware or secondly that he did simply did not tell Gardner. Gardner's questioning on this point was simply non-existent, and so it is impossible to adduce reliable evidence of this from Soering's account.This type of systematic questioning is vital in validating the veracity of a suspect's account and is completely absent from Soering's interrogation. There are numerous examples of missing detail within the interrogations.
ConclusionJens Soering was not pressured by his interrogators to make a confession. His interrogation shows no overt coercion or exertion of duress from Ricky Gardner or other police officers within the recorded interrogations. There was no requirement for any pressure because it is apparent from the first (recorded] minutes of interrogation that Soering is willing to talk. With that as a basis there are several factors that are relevant to his subsequent confession.Firstly, it is apparent from the very first lines of the transcript that Ricky Gardner firmly believes that Soering, either alone or with Elizabeth Haysom, to be guilty 
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of killing Mr and Mrs Haysom. Soering understands this and is highly motivated to ensure Elizabeth is not implicated. As such there is never a point in the interrogation where he denies involvement. He gives an account, on tape, of going to Loose Chippings on the day of the murders within minutes of the interrogation commencing, although no detail of the murders until his final interrogation, which is not recorded. There is no doubt that Gardner's opinion of Soering’s guilt influences what transpires, and prevents him (Gardner) from fully scrutinising what he is told. Gardner is too easily persuaded that Soering committed the murders in the way he described - despite the glaring contradictions in the detail of his account.Secondly, there is more than a suggestion that Soering did not fully appreciate the precarious position that he was in, or harboured a naive hope that his plan would work. Psychological research does provide support for the assertion that people of Soering’s age do make confessions to 'shield' others and this is what Soering maintains.The fact that legal protocols appear to have been breached meant that Soering did not receive the appropriate legal advice and support to which he was entitled meaning that he made his naive decision independently.It is clear that there was no legitimate reason why Soering was held incommunicado. The only person with relevant information was Elizabeth Haysom and there was no possibility that he could speak to her without police knowledge. The offence occurred 1 year before the interrogation and so the possibility of him receiving information that would compromise the investigation was simply not credible.Soering’s detention was sought for further questioning on the offences for which he was originally arrested (unrelated frauds) and yet it is quite clear that the only reason for his remand to police cells was to be interrogated by Ricky Gardner who travelled to the UK for just this purpose. These points are made not to re-state previously argued legal points but to describe the influence this may have had on the reliability of Soering’s confessionThirdly, it is significant that Soering’s admission is incorrect on key details and omits other important detail. In particular the injuries inflicted and the clothing of Mrs Haysom. Gardner's interrogation was not skilled and was confirmatory in its approach. In Gardner's defence, the standard of police interrogation was generally unsophisticated at the time of Soering’s custody but that does not mean that the benefits of research since that time should not be applied to a review of Soering’s case now.It is stereotypical to consider police interrogation as a situation where a skilled police officer is required to break the resistance of a determined criminal. In this case Soering was a naive, love-struck teenager who was volunteering information. The situation required an objective and enquiring mind to sift the generality of his story in order to find and test the crucial detail, seeking to 
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establish exactly what took place and who was culpable, not to accept a superficial and inaccurate account,Gardner failed to obtain a comprehensive account from a suspect who was willing to talk. He failed to probe the information that he did have and failed to challenge key facts that Soering got wrong. In addition he failed to subject Elizabeth Haysom to a thorough interrogation - seemingly because of an early indication from Soering that he would admit the offences. All of these failings stem from a confirmatory mind-set and seem to demonstrate some sort of cognitive dissonance when considering some of the case information. As a result there are many unanswered questions about these crimes.As previously stated 24 it is impossible to provide complete certainty about the innocence of a suspect who retracts a confession. However, in the case of Jens Soering there are significant doubts about the reliability of the confession he made, so as to render it unreliable when considered against other case information and the circumstances of his interrogation.

24 Gudjonsson, G. [2003] The Psychology of Interrogations and Confessions. Chichester;Wiley. p217 . - .

Dr. A. T. Griffiths 2L4. Hons, PhD29th July 2016
This report is provided at the request of Steven D. Rosenfield, Attorney at Law and is solely for the purpose of representing Jens Soering in an application to the Governor of Virginia. It must not be reproduced, in whole or in part for any other reason without the permission of the authors
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Appendix 1: Materials Provided
Ref. Material Description1 Custody Record Jens Soering Document covering all aspects of Soering 's detention at Richmond Police Station 5th to 9th June 1986 (9 pages]2 Miranda forms Scanned copies of legal rights forms signed by Soering at Richmond Police Station [11 pages)3 Audio files of police interrogations with Soering Digital copies of original tape recordings of police interrogations with Soering on 5th, 6th and 7th June 1986 (2h40m32s)4 Transcripts of police interrogations with Soering Official typed transcript of custody interrogations at Richmond Police Station on June 5th, 6th and 7th 1986 (161 pages)5. Transcript of trial cross examination of Ricky Gardner Official typed transcript of Gardner's evidence relating to police interrogations with Soering on 5th, 6th, 7th and 8th June 1986 (111 pages)6. Interrogation notes Copies of handwritten notes made byBritish police officers relating to Soering's' interrogations (11 pages)7. Affidavit Keith Barker Sworn evidence of lawyer representing Soering at Richmond Magistrates Court (6 pages).8. Court Transcript Transcript of suppression hearing Bedford County Court March 1st 1990 (144 pages)9. Court Transcript Transcript of suppression hearing BedfordCounty Court March 2nd 1990 (276 pages)10. Court Transcript Transcript of suppression hearing BedfordCounty Court March 3rd 1990 (191 pages)11 Court Transcript Transcript of suppression hearing Bedford County Court March Sth 1990 (51pages)12. Court Transcript Extract from transcript of ElizabethHaysom's evidence at Soering's trial (12 pages)13. Autopsy reports Photocopy reports of Nancy and Derek Haysom autopsy describing injuries

i 14' Photographs Crime Scene photographs Loose Chippings15. Book Excerpt Excerpt from book written by Soering describing his confession (10 pages)16. Film -The Promise 2016 Documentary on Soering's case. (2 hours)
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Appendix 2 : Soering interrogationsPolice Interrogations of Jens SoeringDate Time Duration Records1. 5th June 3.25pm -5.28pm 2h3m Summary notes2. 5th June 7.50pm -11.14pm 2h 12m Audio/T ranscript3. 6th June 11.19am -1.20pm 2h lm Audio/T ranscript4. 6th June 10.50pm-12.25am lh 35m No record5. 7th June 1pm - 4.37pm 3h37m Audio/Transcript6. 8th June 4.45pm -9.45pm 5h Gardner trial 
evidence
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